
A Healthy Mindset

Your success depends on it. 



"Self-doubt can be an 
ally. This is because it 
serves as an indicator 
of inspiration. "

You wake up and immediately the 
thoughts roll in: "I'm tired", "I don't want 
to", "my body hurts", "this is going to be a 
long day", "I can't wait to get in bed 
tonight". 

These thoughts are the start of a very 
shitty day.

Thoughts- Behaviors- Outcomes

You have to shut these down asap. You 
are tired, maybe you didn't get enough 
sleep, maybe you're sick, maybe you 
binged Net�ix too late. It doesn't matter. 
The day is still ahead and the work still 
needs to get done. 

Whatever it is, do it anyway. 
Always.



Your mind can be 
your greatest asset 
or your worst 
enemy.
It is up to us to take control of our minds. We 
do this by battling what Steven Press�eld 
refers to as "resistance". 

Resistance is insidious and within us. It is the 
culprit that stands behind all self-sabotage. 
The voice that tells you to hit the snooze 
button, that you can do it tomorrow, that one 
cookie won't hurt, you've already been to the 
gym three times this week so you deserve a 
day o�. We are constantly �ghting resistance 
and will continue doing so for as long as we 
are here. Success lies on the other side of 
resistance. Self-discipline is what takes us 
there. 

Remind yourself daily why what you're 
doing is important to you. 

"Success lies 
on the other 
side of 
resistance."



12-Weeks
6-Principles
1. Self-Discipline

2. Ownership

3. Integrity

4. Focus

5. Commitment

6. Grit

If you practice these principles with purpose 
over the next 12 weeks they will not only be 
ingrained in you but will become the 
framework for all future growth and 
success in your life. These principles, when 
practiced daily, will unlock unlimited 
potential.



     Self-
Discipline 

Without it we are at the mercy of our emotions.

Our emotions are not always our friends. Tired, hungry, 
lonely, frustrated, angry, sad. These are just a few of 
the emotions that stand between us and our goals on 
a daily basis. In order to get the work done, we have 
to act anyway and with urgency or our feelings will 
overtake us and we'll accomplish nothing except a shit 
meal and 3 hours of Net�ix. Self-Discipline is like a 
muscle, it needs to be strengthened over and over to 
become strong. For the next 12 weeks, you will 
strengthen your self-discipline. Regardless of how you 
feel short of injury or illness you will complete the 
workouts and maintain your healthy nutrition 
recognizing that you can control your actions in spite 
of your emotional state. You are in control.



 Ownership 
When we accept responsibility we are free to move 

into the solution.

No more wasting time blaming anyone or anything for 
your life circumstances. If you're fat, it's your fault. If 
you're broke, it's your fault. If you can't walk up the 
stairs without being winded, it's your fault. There, now 
we can move on to what's important which is where we 
go from here. You can either live in the problem or the 
solution at any given point. There is no middle ground. 
Remaining focused, disciplined, and on your game is 
living in the solution. Eating your nutritious food, 
drinking your water and hitting your workouts for 
example. Making excuses to get out of the above or 
any other task that will move your life forward is living 
in the problem. For the next 12 weeks, you will make a 
habit of accepting responsibility for everything in your 
life allowing you the freedom to live in the solution. 



  Integrity 
It's been said that your word is all you have in life. 

 In ethics, integrity is regarded as the accuracy of one's 
actions. I love that. It is the practice of honesty and 
consistent, uncompromising adherence to strong moral 
values. Essentially doing what you say you're going to 
do when you say you'll do it. When we are inspired or 
motivated we set goals and when the inspiration fades 
we fall �at. How many times have you told yourself, 
"I'm going to start eating healthy", "start exercising", 
"start looking for a new job", and never followed 
through? You've lied to yourself for years. It ends now. 
For the next 12 weeks, you'll practice integrity in 
everything you do becoming more honest with yourself 
and holding true to your word. Once you commit there 
is no compromise, you've made a promise to yourself, 
now see it through.



  Focus 
Remaining hyper-aware of our why.

We all have a "why" behind our choices. It's the true 
reason for our ambitions. We need to remain aware of 
these reasons because they are the driving force that 
will get us through the chaos and complacency ahead. 
Maybe you're lacking con�dence or self-esteem. Maybe 
you want to slide into your old jeans because you 
recall how great you felt when they �t. You could also 
just be at that point where enough is enough and 
you're �nally ready to make some changes. Regardless 
of what brought you here, you need to dig deep and 
�gure it out, write it out, and place it somewhere you 
can see every day. Staying focused on your why is 
going to be all you have some days to keep you 
inspired. For the next 12 weeks, you'll remain focused on 
your goals, you're why, and your commitment to see 
them through. 



     
Commitment 

One's dedication to a goal or task.
Upon committing to this program you are agreeing to 
see it through. Since you practice integrity you're aware 
that we �nish what we start. Most people never start 
so you're way ahead of the pack. There are going to 
be days that are hard, days you won't want to get out 
of bed early and/or days your mind turns on you. 
That's ok. It's not just you, we all have those days. We 
do it anyway because we've made a commitment to 
ourselves and we live with integrity, therefore, we will 
not be compromising along the way. If you haven't 
realized already these principles are a way of life. We 
don't pick and choose when we will practice them. They 
become a part of our moral DNA as we practice them 
daily. Over the next 12 weeks, you will honor your 
commitments. 



    Grit 
The ability to persist in something you feel passionate 

about and persevere when you face obstacles.
Grit is one of the single most important traits you will 
develop and possess. It is the culmination of the 
previous �ve principles. Every time you overcome 
adversity your grit is strengthened. It is the stubborn 
will to trudge on because that's what it takes to 
succeed. Grit is having the courage to face adversity in 
the �rst place and keep moving because you're focused 
on the �nish line. 12 weeks is not a long period of time 
in the grand scheme of your life. The goal of this 
program is to lay the foundation you need to build the 
body and life you want. If you're consistent it will 
happen, but not overnight. You'll need to develop all of 
the principles we've discussed and then some 
throughout the course of your life. For the next 12 
weeks, you'll face adversity head-on and strengthen 
your grit.
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Now we are ready to move on to the work itself. 

If this was easy everyone would be in peak physical 
shape. This process is a simple one, but not easy. You will 
struggle in the days ahead but that's ok. 

Practice not perfection. 

Remain focused on the principals above all else and you 
will succeed,  remembering that the mind is the general 
and the body is the troops. 

The mind is the general. It is in command. In order to be 
successful in your health amongst anything else in your 
life, you will need to be in control. 

Self-discipline, ownership, integrity, focus, commitment, 
grit. 

https://www.facebook.com/JamesAndersonAmbition/
https://www.instagram.com/anderson_ambition/?hl=en


D E V E L O P  T H E  M I N D ,
 T H E  B O D Y  W I L L  F O L L O W .
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